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the current version (v7) is much faster to apply masks to images. i’ve also noticed a lot of improvements in the v7 panel in
terms of image sharpening. the colors are also far more accurate. and the minimum focus distance is much wider. i've also
used v7 to create working color grade revisions of my photographs while in the field. the results have been incredibly
encouraging. i love how my images look in the sunlight and how my color grade adjustments still work when working in
bright sunlight. i know what others have had to say about tkactions. it's been a pleasure to work with you all for over 10
years. i look forward to adding even more features to the panel in the next few years! in the next year, i'm going to continue
to add to the toolset as long as there’s a demand. so don’t get discouraged if i haven’t updated it for a few months. i’m
happy to add new features and enhancements as long as there’s a positive response to them. thanks to all of you for your
continued support over the years. jason horder writes: the tkactions panels have been a huge part of my workflow for so
many years. i've been using them every day since i purchased the first version. if i'm working on a particular project and
need a fast way to turn my raw into a working copy, i turn to tkactions for that. my workflow has had as many iterations as
my first car. i've gotten to know it very well, so now i just use it like a second brain. the new panel is really fast, and the new
tableux engine is great. the process of creating luminosity masks and submasks has been made even simpler. you can select
multiple exposure masks or multiple blend masks and they all behave like they do in the old panel. it's really amazing the
new features that have been added.
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